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This Week's Headlines 
March 24, 2008 
NEWS 
Election 2008! Who will be the Barack Obama of Douglas 
College? (Note to 2009 readers: we all assumed he would win) 
-Nikalas Kryzanowski, page 4 
OPINIONS 
Are student politics a big waste of time? Aimee, and that girl 
from "Election" say yes. 
-Aimee Ouellette, page 8 
FEATURES 
Stephane Dion speaks directly to students in an 
exclusive interview. 
-Joe Paling, page 12 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
It's almost time for Juno! 
No, not the pregnant chick, the other one. 
-Emma Ruthnum, page 18 
SPORTS 
Royals take the Nationals! Woo! 
-Tristan Noble, page 20 
WRITE FOR US I • 
Anyone can get published in the 
Other Press! Just email your story to the 
appropriate section editor from the list on 
the right. 
Please send your file as an MS Word 
doc file, and include your full name, email 
address, and word count. 
The weekly deadline for submissions 
is Wednesday night for publication the 
following Monday. Letters to the Editor and 
"time-sensitive" articles (weekend news, 
sports, and cultural reviews) will be accepted 
until Saturday at noon and can be submitted 
to the editor at editor@theotherpress.ca 
Submissions will be edited for clarity and 
style. 
The Other Press will pay $50 to any 
student who writes an article of at least 
1,500 words for the ''features" section. 
Submit story ideas to the Editor in Chief. 
Offer good once per semester per student. 
The Other Press holds weekly staff 
meetings at 6 PM on Mondays in room 
1020 of the New Westminster campus. All 
interested students are welcome. 
NEWS SUBMISSIONS 
news@theotherpress.ca 
SPORTS SUBMISSIONS 
sports@theotherpress.ca 
Aa.E SUBMISSIONS 
arts @theotherpress.ca 
FEATURE ARTICLES 
editor@theotherpress.ca 
OPINION SUBMISSIONS 
opinions@theotherpress.ca 
WHO WEARE 
The Other Press has been Douglas College's student newspaper since 1976. Since 1978 we have been 
an autonomous publication, independent of the student union. Today we are registered society under the 
Society Act of British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board of directors appointed by and from 
our staff. Our head office is located in the New Westminster campus. 
The Other Press is published weekly during the fall and winter semesters, and monthly during the 
summer. We receive our funding from a student levy collected through tutition fees every semester 
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at registration, and from local and national advertising revenue. The Other Press is a member of the 
Canadian University Press (CUP), a syndicate of student newspapers that includes papers from all across 
Canada. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose what we will publish, and we will not publish material that 
is hateful, obscene, or condones or promotes illegal activities. Submissions may be edited for clarity and 
brevity if necessary. All images used are copyright to their respective owners. 
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Wither student politics? 
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
So it's the end of March and that can only 
mean one thing- time for student elections 
at Douglas College. As something of a 
student politico myself (I currently serve 
as head of student elections at SFU) I tried 
hard to wrangle up some decent coverage 
of this year's student union election, and 
hopefully this issue will offer at least a few 
insights into the choices and issues facing 
Douglas voters in 2008. 
The Other Press used to give student 
politics a lot of coverage back in the day. 
Indeed, it often amazes me how thoroughly 
obsessed our editors were in the 70s and 
80s. A DSU politician could barely sneeze 
in public without the paper jumping all 
over him for it. But that historic interest has 
declined rapidly in recent years. Indeed, 
the last couple of DSU elections have 
received little more than brief throwaway 
articles in these pages, wedged between 
lengthy tirades about the Afghanistan war, 
epic CD reviews, and breathless Canucks 
coverage. Of course, some of this 
was simply due to bad timing; DSU 
elections are always held right near 
the end of the winter semester, a time 
when the OP is usually winding down 
for the year. But as I've mentioned in 
previous issues, a lot of our disinterest 
was also due to active apathy among 
the editors of the day (an apathy which 
apparently continues to live on in at 
least one current OP editor as well, see 
Aimee's piece on page 7). Our writers 
didn't care about student politics, and 
they assumed students didn't care 
either. And maybe they were right. 
Yet having become fairly deeply 
involved in student politics over the 
las two years, my understanding of the 
beast has become a great deal more 
nuanced than it once was. Don't get me 
wrong, I still agree with much of what 
people like Aimee write, and I still 
remain fairly unconvinced that there 
is even a pressing need for so-called 
"student unions" in the first place. But 
I also realize that the situation is a great 
deal more complicated than the simple 
"student governments are useless vs. 
student governments are the most 
important thing ever'' dichotomy we 
are often presented with on campus. 
Like it ornot, student governments 
can't really be ignored. Schools are 
more or less legally required to have 
them, and they enjoy a great deal of 
legislative protections-especially in 
this province (thank you Glen Oark). 
Every year they collect millions of 
dollars in tuition fees from us in the 
form of non-voluntary "membership 
dues" of which there is no way to 
opt out. A lot of this money is in tum 
used to pay for bureaucratic expenses, 
especially the substantial salaries of a 
large, permanent student union "staff," 
consisting of unelected adults..,..,-not 
students-who have made actual 
lifetime careers by serving on the 
payrolls of these supposedly irrelevant 
institutions. Schools like Douglas are 
also often home to enormous "student 
union buildings" which give the 
student government a great deal of 
control over some of campus' most 
prime real estate. One ignores all this 
power at one's own peril. 
Student politicians are, more 
often than not self-serving and self-
interested in the way most politicians 
in general are. But they're not all 
like this, and they are certainly not 
all resume-padding social climbers. 
Many genuinely run for office and get 
elected believing..,-naively or not-
that they can make real, substantial 
changes to student life to better 
their peers and community. The four 
leading DSU politicians I depicted on 
this issue's cover, for example, are all 
pretty remarkable people for whom 
I have a great deal of honest respect. 
Over the course of the last year I've 
had many long conversations with 
them, and I ve always been impressed 
at just how thoroughly committed to 
doing the right thing they are. They all 
differ wildly on what precisely "the 
right thing" entails, of course, but they 
also display a level of pragmatism, 
dedication, and passion for their jobs 
that I have no doubt will serve them 
very well in the future. And that's 
a big part of it. Student politics may 
be irrelevant in the grand scheme 
of things, but it's also a rough-and-
tumble learning ground that has the 
capacity to make smart people smarter 
and strong people stronger. It can 
also make those same people meaner, 
cockier, vainer, and louder, of course, 
but its still no exaggeration to say 
that student government really does 
have the potential to shape the future 
leaders of tomorrow by thrusting them 
into difficult political climates at a 
young age. 
Douglas is still a fairly small 
school, and it's certainly not the 
learning ground of society's elites by 
any stretch. And our student politics 
reflects this, and is noticeably more 
immature and bumbling than the 
student politics at say, SFU or UBC. 
There's a lot about the DSU I would 
change, and even more that should 
have never even been done in the 
first place. But for now, they remain 
the only game in town, and they're 
not going away anytime soon. So I 
encourage you to vote in this week's 
election, and try to get somewhat 
informed, even if you find it boring or 
don't quite understand why you should 
care. It sounds trite to say, but things 
really only do start to change when the 
complainers actually become engaged 
with the systems they oppose. They 
are just very few other options out 
there. 
J.J. McCuUough 
Editor in Chief of the Other Press 
Write for the Other Press! 
. -------- ---- - -------- - -- -
~ 
Opinions? Features? Interviews? Reviews? 
We want 'em all! 
Send in vour stories todav! 
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NEWS Nikalas Kryzanowski, News Editor and Monica Carino, Associate News Editor news@theotherpress.ca 
DOUGLAS DECIDES 2008 
The race is on for next year's student government 
Nikalas 
Kryzanowski 
news editor 
Lenahan vs. Orlovsky for 
Treasurer should be a good 
match up 
Sitting student union Internal Relations 
Co-ordinator, Geoff Lenahan, running 
with the Revitalize slate is set to square 
off against Alex Orlovsky of Douglas 
Students United for Treasurer of the 
Douglas Students' Union for 2009. 
The treasury position revolves around 
managing the finances of the Students 
Union, which has been in a state of court-
ordered receivership since January 2007. 
Neither candidate was involved in the 
financial scandal that led to receivership 
but both candidates declare their 
primary goal is to recover the financial 
autonomy of the student's union as soon 
as possible. 
At a recent all-candidates meeting, 
Orlovskyy, an accounting student, said 
he would like to apply his education 
to the position, stating he would like to 
implement cash controls on the student 
union so that the courts could see that 
the DSU can effectively manage its own 
money, and thus revoke the receivership 
status. 
Lenahan is banking on his current 
experience with the DSU and claimed that 
he would enjoy looking after the finances 
of the DSU. He claims he has done so 
over the past year through the overseeing 
of budgets for various projects. Lenahan 
also stated that the DSU is in the 
process of hiring a permanent financial 
coordinator. 
The Douglas Students' Union 
abolished its presidency in the year 
2000, so the treasurer position is often 
considered the defacto ''top job" in the 
organization. 
Bubrick vs. Hess for David 
Lam Rep. is one to watch 
The battle for David Lam Campus this 
year is between Sebastian Bubrick of 
Revitalize and Benn Hess of Douglas 
Students United. Bubrick has been at the 
post for the past year and is very active in 
student politics. He is aiming to increase 
the number of student social events and 
activities at David Lam while ensuring 
that students from the New West campus 
ELECTION DATES 
will have access to them via a shuttle bus 
from New West. 
"As your representative, I will always 
be open to suggestions, work to improve 
internal controls within our organization, 
and of course see that there are . good 
times to be had here at the David Lam 
Campus as well," he said. His opponent 
is newcomer Benn Hess of Douglas 
Students United. Hess acknowledged 
that David Lam is catching New West 
in size and he is aiming to ensure better 
communication between campuses. He 
WOl.)ld also like to increase the Student 
Saver program at David Lam Campus to 
include Coquitlam-area businesses. 
Does the campaign's only 
independent have a shot? 
Call him the black sheep of the campaign, 
but Nav Atwal, running for disability 
liaison, is the only candidate who has 
decided not to run on a slate. He is a second 
year financial services student at Douglas 
and makes it his goal to raise awareness 
of the New Directions Program. It is a 
Douglas College program designed for 
students with acquired brain injury; New 
Directions students are integrated into 
regular Douglas College courses and 
get individualized support for academic, 
career and personal development. It is 
on Atwal's agenda to raise awareness of 
this program throughout the campuses. 
He is facing off against Jamie Waterlow 
of Douglas College United. 
Waterlowwould like to work towards 
making the campus wheelchair friendly 
rather than simply wheelchair accessible. 
Also running in the competition is 
Sumeet Sharma, on the Revitalize slate, 
whose platform was unavailable at press 
time. 
TUES MARCH 25TH, WEDN MARCH 26TH, THUR MARCH 27TH, FRI MARCH 28TH, MON MARCH 31 
Polling Stations will be at both New West and David Lam Campuses 
Harsh budget cuts hit Douglas College 
By Monica Carino, Associate News Editor 
Douglas College has been given two 
weeks notice to cut $2.3 million from its 
budget after the Ministry of Advanced 
Education slashed post-secondary 
funding by 2.6 percent. College president 
Susan Witter said post-secondary 
institutions had a "bad feeling" about 
their grant for this fiscal year when the 
budget speech was strangely silent on 
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university and college funding. 
At a meeting with ministry officials 
last week, Witter said the silence was 
broken: all public post-secondary 
institutions, including universities, 
university-colleges, colleges and 
institutes, will receive 2.6 per cent less 
grant money. 
One of the main reasons provided for 
the reduction in funding, she imagines, 
will be declining student enrollment at 
post-secondary institutions, 
"Everybody's facing declining 
enrollments because it's a good 
economy," she said. ''The treasury board 
made decisions as they see enrollments 
declining. 
"We've lost about six or seven 
per cent in university transfer arts and 
science (students) over the last few years. 
It's not in our applied programs, it's not 
in our career programs, and it's not in 
our degree programs. It's in the students 
who come to the college system for the 
first and second year of post-secondary 
studies. That's been a big draw for us." 
What Witter is concerned about is 
having to cut low-enrollment programs 
that work one-on-one with struggling 
students. 
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DEBATES 
Rival parties face off at David Lam debate 
By Monica Carino, Associate News Editor 
Last Tuesday, a campatgn debate 
for the upcoming Douglas student 
union election was held at the David 
Lam Campus in Coquitlam. Present 
at the event were five members of the 
Douglas Student United slate: Matthew 
Steinbach, Ally McGrotty, Ben Hess, 
Jamie Waterlow and April Taylor. 
Sebastian Bubrick, who is running for 
re-election to the DSU board's David 
Lam Representative position, was the 
sole candidate present for the Revitalize 
slate. 
The debate was organized to give the 
candidates an opportunity to address their 
respective platforms and goals. Douglas 
Students United zoned in on the following 
issues: implementing aU-Pass, waging a 
strong campaign for the Evergreen Line , 
getting more discount cards for Douglas 
students, and increasing awareness of the 
DSU's disabled and pride liaisons. 
Bubrick of Revitalize, by contrast, 
made it known that his slate would 
like to "work towards getting out of 
receivership." When asked about his 
plans on how to make David Lam 
students more involved in the DC 
community, Bubrick said, "It will not 
cost much to purchase a bus that will 
cater to the students who wants to join 
the social events sponsored by the 
student union at New Westminster." 
On issues regarding whether there 
will be any new amenities for the 
students, Jamie Waterlow, running for 
the Disability Liaison Representative 
position, said one of the main priorities 
on his list was to push for the construction 
of a disabled students help centre at 
the DSU building. "This will become a 
centre where students with special needs 
can come and get assistance, or to simply 
mingle with fellow students." 
More information on the campaign 
election can be found at the DSU website 
as well as various groups on Faceboook. 
Low attendance marks New West forum 
By Nikalas K.ryzanowski, News Editor 
March 19, local student 
candidates were given a chance to strut 
their stuff at an all-candidates forum for 
the upcoming Douglas College Student 
Union elections. It was good way for 
the rookies to test their mettle while also 
allowing ordinary students a chance to 
voice their concerns to the next batch of 
potential union representatives. 
Roughly nine of the 10 members 
running on the Douglas Students United 
slate attended the meeting while just two 
members of Revitalize could make it due 
to personal reasons. 
Attendance was sparse on the steps 
of the New West atrium save for a few 
of the curious and the critical. There was 
also a large contingent faithful to Pride 
liaison candidate April Taylor, who is 
set for a coronation as she is running 
unopposed for the position . . She stated 
her intention to extend the Pride office 
hours and vowed to continue to work on 
her "positive space" campaign to reduce 
homophobia on campus. Things got 
somewhat controversial as one questioner 
contended that an unnamed member 
of Douglas Students United party had 
once been banned from the Pride office 
for uttering homophobic comments, 
and asked how Taylor would respond 
to working with the alleged individual. 
Taylor said that she, "had not been made 
aware of the situation and would gladly 
speak to the questioner in private after 
the meeting." 
Another point of controversy came 
up for DSU women's liaison candidate 
Mae Velasco. Velasco has made it widely 
known through Facebook that she sits 
firmly on the pro-life side on the issue 
of abortion. When asked about how she 
would respond to a situation involving 
abortion as women's liaison, she claimed 
that she would "respect the Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms," but would try to 
suggest alternatives to abortion. 
Three member-at-large candidates 
were at the forum. Fred Firmansyah, 
Brandon Johannesson and Imran Valli 
each pledged their interest in student 
politics. Firmansyah, in his first semester 
at Douglas, is the only international 
student running in the election, while 
Johannesson is a member of the 
baseball team, in his second year. Valli 
is an accounting management student 
at Douglas. The other member-at-large 
candidates are Christine Nieder, Other 
Press columnist Siavash Rokni, and 
JerinMece. 
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SFU votes to leave Federation of Students 
By Rachel Trujillo 
By a nearly two-to-one margin st~dents at Simon Fraser University have voted 
to withdrawal from the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), though the legality 
of the referendum remains very much in the air. 
During last week's regularly-scheduled general election of the Simon Fraser 
Student Society (SFSS) students also were asked to vote on a referendum question 
that asked whether or not they were in favor of "maintaining membership in the 
Canadian Federation of Students." Despite weeks of heavy campaigning that saw 
CFS loyalist schools flood the SFU campus with out-of-province volunteers, stu-
dents ultimately voted "no" by a margin of 66 to 32 per cent. Over 4,000 students 
voted in all, representing an above-average school turnout of around 18 per cent. 
The CFS maintains that the separation referendum was not valid, however, 
as it was conducted unilaterally by the SFSS without proper cooperation with the 
CFS, as mandated in the CFS constitution. The SFSS, in contrast, argues that the 
CFS has been actively trying to delay and thwart the holding of a free and fair 
referendum, giving the student union no choice but to go it alone. The SFSS held a 
similar referendum on separation last year which also passed by a wide margin, but 
both the CFS and SFSS ultimately agreed that it had "non binding" status. 
The Canadian Federation of Students is a national lobby group to which 
many student unions across Canada and British Columbia belong. Structuring itself 
similarly to that of a large labour union, the CFS engages in a number of progres-
sive political initiatives on behalf of Canadian students, and provides its "member 
locals" with various on-campus programs. The organization has become very 
controversial as of late, however, due to ongoing concerns about the competence 
of its internal management and association with certain unpopular or scandal-prone 
student politicians. SFU is the third biggest CFS school in Canada, and the biggest 
in BC, a status that Douglas College will now assume if the SFSS does in fact suc-
cessfully leave. 
Say cheese to more red light cameras 
By Monica Carino, Associate News Editor 
Motorists who run red lights may soon be watched by more automated cameras 
that can photograph an offending licence plate and send a $167 ticket in the mail. 
ICBC and the provincial government have quietly begun exploring options to expand 
the Intersection Safety Camera Unit and intensify their campaign against unsafe 
drivers . 
There are 120 intersections across BC-92 of them in the Lower Mainland, 
including four in Coquitlam and one in Port Moody-outfitted with boxes on poles 
trained on passing traffic. But only 30 cameras actually rotate through the approved 
sites. It means violators currently still have a three in four chance of sailing through 
even a targeted red light without being ticketed. 
That may soon change-ICBC is soliciting expressions of interest from 
suppliers to replace the nearly 1 0-year-old cameras with newer technology as part of 
an expanded program. 
"We still see intersections as a serious problem," said ICBC spokesman Doug 
Henderson. "It has been an effective program and we think upgrading and expanding 
the program will make it even more effective." 
Newer digital cameras are expected to bring better image quality, fewer rejected 
photos and an increase in automated red light ticket revenue-which was $2.6 million 
in 2006. 
Officials have yet to decide how much they'll expand the program, which 
currently costs $1.9 million per year. More than 40 per cent of crashes happen at 
intersections, and many involve T-bone collisions and more serious injuries. 
Henderson said total crashes at intersections monitored by the cameras have 
dropped 6 per cent since the program started in 1999, and there's been a "significant" 
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6.4 per cent decrease in deaths and injuries. Further evidence the program is working, 
he said, is the number of tickets issued has gradually declined, falling more than 35 
per cent between 2001 and 2005. 
"People are getting the message," said RCMP traffic services Const. Dave 
Babineau. 
He predicts additional cameras will target more intersections with high numbers of 
crashes and casualties. "Where they are, the number of serious collisions at those 
intersections has reduced significantly," Babineau said. 
Most cities around the region have five or fewer intersection camera sites. The 
exceptions are Delta and Burnaby with seven each, Surrey with 13 and Vancouver 
with 25. 
"I absolutely support the program and expansion," said Surrey Mayor Dianne 
Watts. "Over the last three years we have had 83 [traffic] fatalities in the city of 
Surrey. I think there are other intersections throughout the city they can go." 
But skeptics point to new research that casts doubt on the effectiveness of red 
light cameras. Some North American studies suggest red light cameras may prompt 
drivers to either brake hard or speed through faster to avoid a ticket-leading to more 
rear-end crashes at some locations. 
"Some people are better off, some people are worse off," said Michael Cain of 
the anti-photo radar group SENSE (Safety by Education Not Speed Enforcement). 
"The public cannot be under an illusion that these programs are going to get the 
really bad drivers off the road," Cain said. He also wonders about value for money. 
"People think it's automated so it must be cheap," Cain said, but contends 
spending the money on more police officers might be a better bet. 
Coquitlam and Port Moody back 
NW SkyTrain route for Evergreen 
By Nikalas Kryzanowski, News Editor 
The path to a decision about the route for the 
proposed Evergreen Line has been a long and 
difficult one. And Last Monday night's special city 
council meeting in Coquitlam was no exception. The 
meeting, scheduled for 30 minutes, actually lasted 90 
and ended with a 6-3 vote to approve the northwest 
corridor through Port Moody as the priority route for 
the new rapid transit system scheduled for the Tri-
cities in 2014. 
Peter Stehlin, Coquitlam city councilor called 
the decision difficult and told council, "There are 
clearly very divided opinions" before explaining 
staff's recommendation to back the northwest route. 
The option was recommended due to the 
historical commitment and consistency with local 
and regional plans, the "slight preference" shown by 
residents for the route, performance factors and the 
fear that a southeast route along Lougheed Highway 
would imperil the future of the Riverview Hospital 
lands. 
Out in Port Moody, a similar meeting took place 
and amid skepticism and criticism for the provincial 
government and TransLink, Port Moody councillors 
reluctantly voiced their support for the Evergreen 
Line's northwest route. 
That they were given only 45 days to make a 
decision on whether to support the northwest corridor 
or the southeast-and with variables such as cost, 
tunneling, and station location still up in the air-
councilors felt rushed. 
Councillor Diana Dilworth reasoned that a Port 
Moody route would be best thanks to the overflowing 
West Coast Express and 97 -B Line. Traffic in the area 
between Port Moody and downtown is gridlocked 
because many travelers don't have realistic public 
transit options. 
Although she said she struggled with the decision, 
Dilworth said existing and future development-
much of it to meet the demands of the Livable Region 
Strategic Plan (LRSP}-made the northwest route a 
necessity; the economic development potential would 
be an added advantage. 
Councillor Bob Elliott was also tom but said, 
"We have to get on with it." And should the province 
or TransLink shift to an elevated system, Elliott said 
he would be the first one to lay down in front of the 
shovel. 
Who should pay for Translink's 
cash shortfall? 
By Dunacan DeLorenzi 
A public meeting was held at the Firefighters' 
Hall in Burnaby last Monday to hear and assess views 
on how to best to deal with an $18 million shortfall 
in the annual Translink budget, created when the 
Provincial government cancelled a controversial 
parking tax in 2007. The meeting was relatively 
small with approximately 50 to 60 people attending, 
not including board members and the media. 
The newly-appointed Translink board is in the 
unenviable position of having to decide how to 
generate new funds to replace the lost $18 million. 
The Provincial government has already decided 
that it will seek to replace this lost revenue with an 
increase to property taxes. As this is considered a 
'replacement tax' and not a new tax, the Translink 
board has been given the mandate of deciding exactly 
which group or groups of property owners will be hit 
up for the money. 
The board's initial proposal involved the possibility 
of increasing residential property taxes. Not 
surprisingly, this has met with fierce resistance 
from some Metro Vancouver homeowners who feel 
that they have already faced steady and perpetual 
increases to their property tax bills, while the services 
they receive have been in decline. 
Representatives of the business community; small 
business owners, the Vancouver Board of Trade, 
and the Vancouver Chamber of Commerce however, 
are also all vehemently opposed to footing the 
bill, at least in its entirety. Currently, in the city of 
Vancouver, a small business may pay up to five times 
more in property taxes than a homeowner in the same 
area will pay. Business representatives feel that they 
are already taxed unfairly and any more increases to 
their property tax bills will have the unfortunate result 
of pushing small business out of the region. Some 
homeowners feel that users should pay. In any case, 
Translink reports that should this new residential 
property tax be implemented the increase will be 
somewhere in the vicinity of $ 15 per household, 
per annum, based on an assessed property value of 
$500,000. 
At the meeting the Translink board listened to any 
and all who had something to say or suggest and both 
homeowners and business representatives appeared 
to have been given equal opportunity to express 
their thoughts and opinions. The question that still 
remains, however, is how exactly will this new board 
decide whose property taxes to increase--and by 
how much? 
News Shorts 
By Nikalas Kryzanowski, News Editor 
Money does buy 
happiness - but there's a 
catch 
It seems money does buy happiness, according to a 
joint study by researchers at the University of British 
Columbia and Harvard Business School. The catch: 
you have to spend money on others. 
A series of experiments showed that people who 
spent money on others through gifts or charitable 
donations reported greater levels of happiness than 
those who spent money on themselves. 
Lead author of the study, UBC assistant professor 
Elizabeth Dunn, said she and her team set out to prove 
how people spend their money has as much impact on 
their happiness as the amount of money they earn. 
Morroccan king pardons 
Faceboook faker 
Morocco's King Mohammed VI has pardoned a 
man who had been imprisoned for creating a fake 
Face book profile of a royal prince. 
Fouad Mourtada, 26, walked free from jail last 
Tuesday evening after languishing behind bars since 
early February. 
Mourtada had been convicted of"modifying and 
falsifying information technology data and usurping 
an official's identity," for creating a false profile of 
Moroccan Prince Moulay Rachid on Facebook, a 
popular social networking site. 
Prince Moulay Rachid is the younger brother of 
King Mohammed. 
On Wednesday,AminaMourtada thanked the king 
for pardoning her brother, saying he had a "good heart." 
"We always believed he wouldn't let such a thing 
happen to an innocent man," she said. "We're very 
thankful for the royal pardon, and would like to thank 
the royal family." 
Study shows smoking in 
cars hazardous to health 
What may seem obvious to most people has now 
been confirmed by the scientific community. A new 
study is one of the first to show that smoking in a car 
poses a potentially serious health hazard to occupants, 
particularly children. 
The University of Waterloo study also shows 
that ventilation does not eliminate the hazard. 
Researchers found that tobacco smoke pollution 
(TSP), more commonly known as second-hand 
smoke, reaches unhealthy levels in cars--even under 
realistic ventilation conditions. 
In the study, TSP levels were measured in 18 
different cars. 
Nova Scotia has a ban on in-car smoking and 
the British Columbia government promised one in its 
recent throne speech. Manitoba and New Brunswick 
are both considering a similar law. 
TSP is a complex mixture of poisonous gases and 
chemicals, including hydrogen cyanide, carbon 
monoxide, arsenic and benzene. 
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OPINIONS 
Student politics is a joke 
Aimee 
Ouellette 
opinions editor 
When J.J. asked me to write an 
opinions column on the Douglas College 
elections as part of the Other Press's 
comprehensive elections coverage, I 
have to admit that I was mildly horrified. 
I've always purposefully avoided student 
government; I hate committees, I dislike 
unnecessary group work, and I have a 
general disdain for networking. I think 
the very heart of my hatred for student 
government, however, is the incredible 
lack of perspective it involves. 
In real world politics, the stakes 
are high enough, and the rewards are 
great enough, that being a pandering, 
simpering, douchebag politician is 
totally worth it. Sure, your job is more 
about vote-getting than leading, and it's 
likely that you spend more of your day 
massaging egos than getting stuff done, 
but hey! You probably have a nice car and 
when you say stuff it gets talked about on 
the news. Likewise, voters in real world 
elections tolerate politicians and politics 
not because they are naturally inclined to, 
but because they care about what happens 
to the country. I haven't been of voting 
age for too many elections, but I've voted 
in every one I've ever been eligible for. 
I hold my nose and stay informed on the 
issues that matter to me, because even 
though it's super-depressing, it's worth 
it. 
any issues that matter to me, then why 
should I vote? Why should I take time 
out of my busy day to familiarize myself 
with the candidates, to learn the "issues," 
and to make an informed decision about 
something that is ultimately totally 
inconsequential? I am reminded of 
the character of Tammy Metzler in the 
comedic masterpiece Election, who 
decided to run for student government out 
of pure spite. In her campaign speech at 
In student 
government, 
however, none 
of this is true 
for voters. 
Realistically, 
there just aren't 
"I don't even want to go 
to college, and I don't 
care, and as president, I 
won't do anything!" 
her high school's assembly, 
she says, "The same 
pathetic charade happens 
every year, and everyone 
makes the same pathetic 
promises just so they can 
put it on their transcripts 
any high stakes: Douglas students, 
and Canadian students in general, 
have it great. We live in a country with 
free healthcare, we have access to 
scholarships and bursaries, and we can 
go to pride groups, prayer rooms, and 
women's centres on our campuses. Sure, 
everyone has their pet issues, but there 
simply aren't any life-or-death, headline-
news-worthy issues going on in student 
politics right now. 
This is problematic for a student 
around election time. If there aren't 
to get into college. So 
vote for me, because I don't even want 
to go to college, and I don't care, and 
as president, I won't do anything!" The 
entire high school assembly then erupts 
into cheers, not because they like Tammy 
(she's definitely not one of the cool kids), 
but because they are so happy to finally 
hear someone with some perspective. 
In order to avoid becoming some 
kind of Tammy Metzler pseudo-
anarchist figure, I will admit that there 
are some great things about student 
elections: occasionally, people who want 
WORD ON THE STREET 
By Shannon McKay, Staff Photographer 
Aimee Ouellette 
opinions@theotherpress.ca 
to get elected will give you free food 
and one-inch buttons. Granted, the one-
inch buttons are always from CFS, so 
they say stuff like "10 dollars now" and 
"pro-choice." This means that if you're 
a conservative you're going to have to 
continue to find your "pro-child labour" 
and "institute compulsory pregnancy" 
buttons from the Internet. Luckily, 
free popcorn is yummy no matter your 
politics. While you're chewing on your 
popcorn, however, student politicians 
are likely to try to talk you into voting 
for them; and this is going to be really 
boring- perhaps even so boring as to 
make your popcorn less enjoyable. This 
is a sad, unavoidable reality for people 
who enjoy free popcorn. Maybe there 
should be an awareness campaign about 
this? 
On that note, I realize it will be seen 
as a huge cop-out to write an opinions 
column on student government and then 
abstain from endorsing a candidate, so 
here's my endorsement: Vote for Alysia 
MacGrotty, because one time I was doing 
homework in the foyer and she gave me 
a lollipop and a one-inch button (true 
story). There, happy now? Ifl were you, 
though, I would promise to vote on one 
condition: more free popcorn. 
----------------------------
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"Are you following the American elections?" 
Jay Schreiber 
1st Year Music 
"Absolutely! I'm sad Romney pulled out. Obama 
is my boy, I'm a big fan. Hilary has made too many 
enemies to be elected." 
Marche Riley 
1st Year General Studies 
"Yes, it's an interesting contest, there hasn't been 
a primary contest like this in decades. Obama has 
potential to become the Reagan for the Democrats." 
Nahannee Gillett 
2nd Year Associate of Arts 
''No, I don't have time to be reading everything about the 
election. It's not that interesting to me, and I don't concern 
myself with the presidents because they tend to upset me." 
~a~stTvPm~~~~s don't need to be hip 
H no irritating proprietary software--and so. Want to customize the look of your _ , i, my name is Aimee and I'm costs hundreds of dollars less. Apple product? Ha! Good luck. My 
a PC. You might be surprised to And don't even get me started on Mac book is already very pretty, yes, 
leamthat-4fter .-ll, I'm in a nerdy virus protection-the only reason PCs but if I want to change the look of it in 
publishing program, I wear thick- are more likely to get viruses is that the any way, I'm pretty much relegated to 
rimmed hipster glasses, and 1 own at people who make viruses don't care slapping on some Hello Kitty stickers 
least one pair of skinny jeans (they about Mac users because Mac users are and calling it a day. 
look awful on me). So why don't I such a small demographic. Creating a Macs don't come with many 
have those telltale white earbud cords virus for Macs would be like pulling off options. Apple (and Apple users) are 
creeping out of my hoodie? Why, when a large-scale terrorist attack on the post so smug and self-satisfied with their 
I received a Macbook as a present after office of a small town. Sure, you could "superior product" that they don't feel 
graduation, did I install "Bootcamp" do it, but why? the need to customize in any way. I think 
right away, so that I could run The number one reason I like my this is a bit fascist. Ifl'm paying obscene 
Windows on it? PC is that it's completely utilitarian and amounts of money for a computer that I 
It's because, first and foremost, unpretentious. Sure, it's ugly-that's could get cheaper someone else, I should 
I'm a fan of functionality, and the fact why it's in the computer room, and not at least be able to do what I want with 
is PCs are cheaper, easier to customize, on display in my china cabinet. My it. Mac products, however, are all about 
and more universal than Macs. Sure, vacuum is ugly too, but it works. The the proprietary software, the restricting 
Apple products are stylish. They are best part is that my PC doesn't have to of options, and the dumbing down of 
glossy, and come in cool colours, and be ugly. I just haven't chosen to make it user interfaces, all to make sure their 
their commercials have catchy songs in pretty. If I want to spend some money products are super easy to use for the 
them. But my Samsung P2 has the same to buy a flat monitor or blinky lights for lowest common denominator. Sorry, the 
functionality as an iPod Touch, but with my PC tower, I am perfectly free to do laziest common denominator. Or should 
Macs are where it's at 
For, by Luke Simcoe 
Listen ... I know all those Mac ads 
have overstayed their welcome, but 
there's a lot more to Apple Computers 
than Justin Long's witty quips, Vans 
slip-ons, and hipster sweaters. 
Founded in 1976 by Steve Jobs, 
Steve Wozniak, and Ronald Wayne, the 
company has been at the leading edge 
of the computer world for over 30 years. 
Only Jobs remains, but his innovative 
business philosophy and penchant 
for unique aesthetics has resulted in 
a customer base that has an unusual 
degree of loyalty to the Apple brand. 
It's easy to see why. Apple is a 
company of firsts: the first personal 
computer, the first laptop, the first 
portable digital music player, the first 
online music store (which was also 
the first digital reseller to eliminate 
intrusive Digital Rights Management 
technology), and the list goes on. In 
fact, the new MacBook Air is the first 
full-size notebook to come without 
a CD drive, effectively sounding the 
beginning of the end for the !)<;~mpact 
disc. 
In contrast, Microsoft, Apple's 
nemesis, is possessed of a completely 
different business philosophy. Bill Gates 
plays Xbox games in his office while 
waiting for Steve Jobs to revolutionize 
the industry, and then he just follows 
along once a trend is established. 
Remember the Zune? 
And let's not forget that Apple 
productslookdarnngood. The company's 
minimalist approach to the design of 
their products perfectly matches our 
generation's aesthetic preferences. Sure, 
it's shallow, but Apple's product line is 
the digital equivalent of a well-tailored, 
well-matching suit. 
Looks and philosophy aside, there's 
plenty of practical reasons to side with 
Apple. While the Mac operating system 
does resemble Windows (truthfully, 
Windows actually resembles the Mac 
OS, as Bill Gates simply ripped off 
Apple's program code and modified 
it to run on a diversity of hardware), 
the interface is far more intuitive, and 
the company's attention to detail is 
incredible. It takes a bit of time, but 
once you're familiar with the various 
shortcuts and periphery programs, 
working in the Mac environment is 
faster and more fun. Macs are also less 
prone to glitches, spyware and viruses. 
My own MacBook is over a year old, 
and I seldom get the error messages and 
frozen programs that I associate with 
Windows, and I don't even use an anti-
virus program. 
The Mac OS is also Unix-based, 
and while that may mean absolutely 
nothing to you, it's a fact that Unix 
operating systems are less taxing on 
computer hardware than other OS types. 
In plain English, this means that most 
Macs have a longer life expectancy 
thanPCs. 
Years ago, Apple computers did 
suffer from software compatibility 
problems, but nowadays such issues 
are a thing of the past. More and more 
software companies are clueing in to 
the fact that Apple's stock is on the rise 
(literally and figuratively), and some, 
most notably Adobe, actually design 
their software with the Mac OS in 
I say richest? 
In the (admittedly hilarious) Mac 
vs PC commercials, PC is always 
portrayed as the boring lame dude 
who dreams about spreadsheets. The 
irony here is that in real life, the guy 
who plays the PC, John· Hodgman, 
is a hilarious, intelligent. and quirky 
comedian and author. · YQu may 
have seen him on The Daily Show. 
The guy who plays the Mac is some 
hipster nobody who knows ~ilch about 
computers. You may have seen him 
in ... Mac commercials. 
When I use my PC, I don't have 
to worry about what statement I'm 
making, or whether I'm conforming 
to some kind of irritating cookie-
cutter "individualism," because the 
PC doesn't say anything. It's not a 
computer masquerading as a lamp, or 
as fine art, or as a "lifestyle" choice. 
It's whatever I want it to be, which 
means it's a highly functional box 
that lets me do lots of stuff quickly, 
cheaply, and without hassle. 
mind. 
Once considered prohibitively 
expensive, Apple's prices have also 
been getting steadily better. The 
consumer line of MacBook laptops are 
actually cheaper than comparable PCs, 
and the new Apple Time Capsule, a 
combination of a 500 GB external hard-
drive and a state of the art Wireless base 
station, is a steal for $329. 
Computers, and the trend towards 
manufactured obsolescence, are an 
environmental catastrophe, and the only 
place where Apple doesn't exceed their 
competition is in their environmental 
policies. Truthfully, Apple's 
environmental stance is comparable to 
other companies, but you'd expect that 
such an innovative company would also 
be a leader in green issues as well. 
So sure, maybe they're aimed 
at pretentious hipsters, but Apple 
computers are still a superior product. 
And when you think about it, defining 
yourself by the kind of computer: you 
use is no more or less ridiculous ' than 
wearing overpriced designer jeans, 
driving a tricked-out car or having an 
unnecessarily obscure taste in music. 
March 24,2008 
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS 
By Shannon Mackay, staff photographer 
NOW PLAYING AT 5th AVENUE CINEMAS 
Mary and Mike try their luck at the Tap Water Taste Test, put on by EAT and the 
DSU. 
2110 Burrad St. festlvaldnemas.ca 
DAYS OF DARKNESS 
Daily at: 1 :40,4:00, 7:10,9:25 
MISS PEmGREW LIVES FORA DAY 
Daily at: 1:50,4:10,6:50,9:00 
No 6:50 show on: 
Sat Mar 22, Mon Mar 24 and Thurs Mar 27 
CARAMEL 
Daily at: 1 :30,4:30, 7:30,9:35 
THE COUNTERFEITERS 
Daily at: 2:00,4:20,7:00,9:10 
No 7:00 show on Wed Mar 26 
JUNO 
Daily at:2:1 0,4:15,7:20,9:20 
No 7:20 show Wed Mar 26 
college pro SUMMER 
JOBS PAl NTERS 
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS 
is presently looking for responsible I hard-
working University or College 
students for: 
The Office of New Students was out in full force, getting everyone into the 
Easter spirit with Easter egg hunts, and the mascot handing out chocolates. 
Full-Time Painting Positions 
May- August 
No experience required, 
we will train you to paint. 
Positions available in your area. 
If interested call 1-888-277-9787 
or apply online at www.collegepro.com 
~HAT DO YOU G)REAM ABOUT? 
"My dream and my passion has always been to create 30 
designs and to be my own boss. But I was fresh out of 
university, had student loans to pay off and could not get 
financing through traditional sources. 
So how did I start my own business? With CYBF's start-up 
financing and Alex Read my CYBF business mentor. 
That's how. 
Sure we all need money to start a business and I am grateful 
to CYBF for helping me out. But what is really making the 
difference between my success and failure is their 
mentoring program. Alex is my sounding board and my 
inspiration on those days when you just cant take it anymore. 
My company, Dream life Design is expanding beyond my 
wildest dreams. We have over 25 employees and service 
many top real estate developers, working with them to 
bring their blue prints to life. 
I encourage you to make your dream a reality." 
- Robert Kenfield 
CYBF Mentor 
Alex Read 
BE THE BOSS. BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR/ 
Check out CYBF.CA today! 
Canadian 
Youth Business 
Foundation 
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Garfield Minus Garfield 
ga rfteld min usga rfield. tum bl r.com 
Taking away your hunger for surrealism, one lonely lasagna at a time 
By Aimee Ouellette 
The worst comic strip in the entire world has become one of the world's best, thanks to Garfield 
Minus Garfield, a blog that systematically retouches every Garfield strip to edit out that annoying cat. 
The remaining comic features Jon Arbuckle alone with his thoughts. The result, according to the blog's 
creators, is "an even better comic about schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and the empty desperation of 
modem life." It's also incredibly hilarious. 
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editor@theotherpress.ca FEATURES The Other Press will pay $50 for a feature story of approximately 1,500 words. Please email Editor in Chief 
J.J. McCullough with your proposal at editor@theotherpress.ca. Offer good once per semester per student. 
Dion on post-secondary education 
A candid look at what the Liberal Party has in store for students 
By Joe Paling 
With the Conservative Party remaining stagnant in the polls and those in the 
know predicting a federal election within the next few months, Stephane Dion could 
very well be poised to be the next prime minister of Canada. The unlikely leader 
already beat all expectations in December 2006 when he defied the pundits and 
won the Liberal leadership over more celebrated contenders Bob Rae and Michael 
Ignatieff. Dion was the only francophone in the leadership race, and his election 
maintained a longstanding historical pattern (albeit accidental) of the Liberal Party 
meandering between Anglophone and Francophone leaders. I had the opportunity 
to meet with Mr. Dion earlier this year during his most recent tour of the Lower 
Mainland. 
Dion, personally, is a contradiction between friendly confidence and aloofness. 
He is a man fantastic at introductions and dialogue and possesses an encyclopedic 
knowledge of the issues, yet he also ends conversations abruptly and seems more 
at home in the world of intellectual thought than the leader's spotlight. He ends 
"I'm proud to have been a minister under Mr. Chretien and Mr. Martin, I learned 
a lot, but I am Stephane Dion. So, a different leader, different team, different time," 
he replies. "In [1993 there was a] deficit of 42 Billion, an economy that was stagnant. 
In 2008, we have a very Conservative government but the economy is still strong, 
[and] we have new challenges. We have a shortage of workers, we have an aging 
population-your generation is in danger of having to pay the pensions of all these 
baby-boomers, without preparation. We have challenges regarding the environment, 
which is the issue at the centre." 
Despite this apparent dichotomy, 2008 is a lot different from the early 1993. 
Federal Governments, with growing surpluses can now afford to spend. In the 
early 90s, by contrast, (according to Jean Chretien) there was real fe~ that Canada 
would need to seek financial assistance from the International Monetary Fund, as 
Great Britain did in the late 1970s. Politically, however, it's hard to understand the 
Liberals' renewed interest in spending increases during a time of economic plenty. 
Canada is in economic boom, after all, not a recession, and the public's demands for 
greater economic assistance from the government are not particularly loud. Perhaps 
Dion's advisors see more opportunity to steal seats from the leftist Bloc and the NDP 
than from the Conservatives, who have a larger degree of "safe seats" than either. 
Regardless, more social spending is a potential good for college and university 
students facing substantial debt, rising fees and provincial funding cuts. 
"At the next election we'll have a significant package for universities and 
students," declares Dion. "To succeed, we need to be sure that not only the upper 
middle class will be able to afford colleges and universities in this country. We need 
to assure affordability, accessibility and quality. We need to have top class universities 
in order to stay competitive in the world." 
"The sustainable economy is also above all the knowledge economy. We'll have 
strong initiatives for the next election despite the mistakes that Mr. Harper did. One 
of his mistakes was that he completely neglected students." I proceede to ask Dion 
about some of his concrete proposals. 
"What we'll do is to help more students and also [put more money into] 
research, and we'll help the provinces and universities." Yet when I ask Dion about 
a recent Liberal Policy proposal that called for fairer tax credits for student loan 
payments, his only response is a glib ''you'll see it at the next election." 
One of the biggest complaints students have with the Federal Government 
his meetings with a one-word "bye" and offers no additional 
pleasantries. Perhaps it's because unlike most politicians Dion 
comes from the halls of academia, rather than the halls of the 
courthouse. 
"I'll be the first Prime Minister with a PhD," notes Dion. 
On his academic background, he points out, "My PhD is in 
sociology, but I taught political science for over 15 years." In 
his latest autobiography, Jean Chretien expressed support for 
Dion despite his experience as a professor. 
'
1At the next election 
we'll have a significant 
package for universities 
and students" 
on education, especially once they finish their education, 
is the student loan system. Local Liberal MP Hedy Fry and 
former leadership contender Bob Rae have both expressed 
their support for a Vancouver based initiative seeking to 
create a better· student loan system. The group is called 
the Coalition for Student Loan Fairness (CSLF) and they 
have an eight-point plan for reform of the student loan 
system, available on the website, studentloanfairness.ca. 
"Weill will not say what I think of lawyers," Dion jokes when asked about this 
backhanded endorsement. Yet despite his aloofness he is still a likeable politician, 
sincere and steadfast in his beliefs. The most telling example, of course, is how he 
authored the Clarity Act, an anti-separatist piece of legislation that remains much 
hated in his own province. A former separatist himself, the Liberal leader purports to 
have been converted to the cause of Federalism by a rum and Coke-fueled exchange 
with a federalist family that occurred when he was canvassing for the separatist 
cause. Unlike Stephen Harper, Dion is no teetotaler. 
With an election on the horizon, the Dion Liberals appear to be working diligently 
to distance themselves from the governing Conservatives, and unlike his moderate 
predecessor, Dion is firmly to the left on many issues. He has taken an affirmative 
stance on poverty, brought global warming to the forefront of party policy (even 
achieving the endorsement of Green Party leader Elizabeth May), and pledged to 
change the combat nature of the Afghanistan peacekeeping mission to a mission of 
reconstruction. This modern Liberal policy is truncated as official party sloganeering 
with the simple promise of a "Greener, Fairer and Richer Canada." 
Such leftist rhetoric has been the norm of Liberals for many years, yet a 
common criticism of the Liberal Party is that it "campaigns from the left but governs 
from the right." During the 1990s, for example, the Liberal Party made such deep 
cuts to all manner of government programs that Brian Mulroney now claims the 
Liberal Government of the 1990s was simply completing unfinished Tory policy. 
The first question I asked Dion was how the Dion Liberals differ from the Chretien 
and Martin Liberals. 
12 
Dion would not commit to Liberal support of the plan, but tried to assuage me with 
an implicit statement of support. 
"Mr. Rae is co-chair of the platform committee. So, he's writing the platform 
and I'm sure he has in mind many of these principles." If Bob Rae's endorsement of 
the eight-point plan is sincere, it is reasonable to expect these aspects to be included 
in the Liberal platform. 
Since young people and students benefit the most from the transit tax 
credit, the GST cut, and the textbook credit-and these have all been Conservative 
initiatives, I ask Dion if a Liberal Government would keep these programs in effect. 
"We do not plan to revisit everything the Conservatives have done," he 
assures me. Another tax issue of importance to young Canadians, is the Basic 
Exemption (the level of income before one pays income tax). The basic exemption 
in Canada is below a poverty wage. I ask Dion if raising the basic exemption would 
be a priority. , 
"At the next election we'll do what we can do," Dion stresses. "It would be 
for us, something more important that the GST cut." 
Overall, Dion seems committed to post-secondary education as both 
a social and economic good. He was willing to call it a "priority" for the Liberal 
Party. As noted earlier, the Liberal Party had a very tumultuous record on this in the 
mid 1990s, and it's important for us students to hold the leader accountable to the 
promises he has made if he were to become prime minister. With that being said, 
I'll be glad to accept any calls on this issue from Mr. Duceppe, Mr. Harper or Mr. 
Layton. Gentleman, it's your time to tell BC students what you plan to do. 
~
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Opinions? Features? Interviews? Reviews? 
We want 'em all! 
Send in your stories today! 
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What's On Around Town 
March26 
The Cult, Orpheum Theatre 
The Greyboy Allstars, Richard's on 
Richards 
Born Ruffians, Media Club 
March 28 
Ministry, Commodore Ballroom 
March 29 
Nada Surf, Commodore Ballroom 
Sarah Silverman, River Rock Casino 
March30 
Foo Fighters, Pacific Coliseum , 
Bob Mould, Richard's on Richards 
March 31 
Bruce Springsteen, GM Place 
An Evening of Jazz, Performing Arts 
Theatre (New West campus) 
World Poetry Night with Laura Kelsey, 
Vancouver Public Library 
April I 
Los Lobos, Centre in Vancouver for 
Performing Arts 
April2 
Eddie Vedder, Centre in Vancouver for 
Performing Arts 
Apri13 
Chromeo, Commodore Ballroom 
April4 
Acid Mother's Temple, Pat's Pub 
JPNDRDS wffaxes, Basketball & Baby 
Control, the Cobalt 
AprilS 
Black Mountain'wfLadyhawk, C.onimo~ 
dore Ballroom · 
April6 
The Black Keys, ·commodore Ballroom 
AprilS 
Julie Doiron, St. James Hall 
Autechre, Pat's Pub 
April9 
The Waifs, Commodore Ballroom 
April tO 
Cat Power, Vogue Theatre 
STOP FAST 
IN AT H&R BLOCK TAX PREP 
Aprilll 
Woodhands wffhe Clips, Astoria 
Stars, Mcinnis Field (UBC) 
April17 
The Blow, St. James Hall 
Metric,. Commodore Ballroom 
· Blitzen Trapper, Media Club 
Apri118 
The Teenagers, Richard's on Richards 
Caribou w/Fuck Buttons, the Biltmore 
(two shows) 
April19 
Daniel Johnston, Richard's on Richards 
April22 
Turbonegro, Commodore Ballroom 
START 
SPENDING 
Students, come in for your tax preparation and get 
instant cash back in just one visit. 
Student 
tax prep 
s2ggs come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK (472-5625) 
www.hrblock.ca 
H&R BLOCK• 
To qualify for student pricing, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time attendance at a college or university during 2007 or (ii) a valid 
high school identification card. Expires July 31, 2008. Must also qualify for Instant Cash Back and Cash Back products. See office for details. Valid only at participating H&R Block 
locations in Canada. SPC Card offers valid from 08/01/07 to 07/31108 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage 
may be restricted when used in conjunction with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certificates. 
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·ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT Luke Simcoe arts@theotherpress.ca 
More women playing video games: study 
By Marri Knadle, The Martlet (University of Victoria) 
VIClORIA (CUP)-Female 
garners already know they aren't really 
an anomaly, but now the Electronic 
Software Association has completed a 
study that confirms it. 
Females make up 38 per cent of 
garners, according to the study. Perhaps 
more surprising is the statistic that 
women aged 18 and older are a greater 
TAKE FOUR 
DISNEY 
PIRATES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN ONLINE 
Gambling, boozing, thievery, black 
magic, cop killing, skeletons having 
sex with one another-how this game 
managed to get a rating of ages 10 and 
up (compared to World of Warcraft 
being rated Teen) is a testament to the 
power of the Walt Disney Corporation. 
Similar to World of Warcraft, this is 
an online game where you can interact 
with players from around the globe in a 
virtual world. The game is completely 
free to play, though paying players get 
to unlock more features and don't have 
to watch any ads. Captaining your own 
pirate ship, which only takes about an 
hour of playing to access, is definitely 
the best part of the game. You can sail all 
around the Caribbean, form crews with 
other players, and plunder other vessels. 
Captain Jack Sparrow would be proud. 
- Mark Fisher 
16 
portion of the game-
playing demographic 
(31 per cent) than the 
poster child of video 
games, boys aged 1 7 
and younger (20 per 
cent). 
Developers 
have certainly 
done something 
right recently 
to get women's 
attention, because the 
Electronic Software 
Association's 
statistics revealed 
that females play an 
average of two more 
hours per week than 
they did only a year 
ago. Men and women 
are about equal in terms of average 
weekly play: 7.4 hours per week for 
women, and 7.6 hours per week for 
men. 
It's long been suggested that women 
play differently than men, aud enjoy 
different aspects of games than men. 
Social aspects and the ability to customize 
games are generally selling points to the 
HERCULES & LOVE 
AFFAIR (5/T) 
Essentially the brainchild of Brooklyn 
DJ Andy Butler, Hercules & Love Affair 
is being heralded as one of the most 
intriguing voices in American dance 
music since LCD Soundsystem's James 
Murphy (surprise, surprise, the group is 
on Murphy's DFA label). Anyway, for a 
band whose sound is so steeped in the 
disco era, Hercules & Love Affair sound 
like they owe a bigger debt to heroin than 
cocaine. There's some pretty cool beats 
here-Butler has cooked up a unique mix 
of new school disco and Coco Cabana 
percussion-but the vocals (much of 
which are handled by Antony Hegarty 
of Antony & the Johnsons) are boring 
and lethargic. Hegarty and a couple of 
female compatriots generally quiver, 
tremble, and yawn their way through 
their respective verses and choruses, and 
it makes it difficult to imagine anyone on 
the dance floor shaking their fists-let 
alone their hips-to the music. 
- Luke Simcoe 
female market. On massively multi player 
online (MMO) games, which offer a 
high degree of character customization 
and plenty of social opportunities, for 
example, the male and female population 
is closer to equilibrium at 58 per cent 
men to 42 per cent women. 
But the female market is diverse. 
There are women who enjoy light, casual 
gaming, both in terms of the games 
they play and the hours they're willing 
to spend to advance in a game. Lighter 
games such as The Sims and puzzle 
games for the Nintendo DS cater to that 
niche market. The Nintendo Wii has been 
applauded not only for getting women 
more involved in video games but also 
for increasing the pool 'of garners. The 
Wii's titles appeal to those outside of the 
hardcore basement nerd coterie. 
Although the stereotype of women 
disliking or being unskilled at video 
games is becoming tired within gaming 
circles, there is still evidence that women 
garners are viewed as an anomaly. The 
publicity received by The Cavegirls (an 
all-girls Halo 3 group) and Assassins 
Creed producer Jade Raymond, to name 
but two examples, reflects a persistent 
sentiment of amazement that beauty 
BE YOUR OWN PET 
GET AWKWARD 
Be Your Own Pet has emerged from 
the hype machine as a talented .group of 
twenty-somethings singing songs about 
sex, drugs and rock n' roll, and fronted by 
the always sassy, but no longer jailbait, 
Jemina Pearl. Anyway, Get Awkward 
is the band's second LP, and despite its 
title, it would seem as if BYOP is finally 
over their "awkward" stage. The record 
is a far slicker, more polished take on 
the group's riot girl/punk rawk stylings, 
and Ms. Pearl's voice has matured into 
a potent weapon; she can coo, snarl, 
scream and sing with the best of them. 
Anyway, if you pick this record up and 
notice that it seems a few songs short, be 
alarmed. North American distribution of 
the album is being handled by Universal, 
and they deemed three songs-"Becky," 
"Black Hole," and "Blow Yr Mind"..,,_ 
-too violent because of lyrics like "me 
and her/we'll kick you ass/and wait 
with knives after class." Curiously, 
other notable Universal artists include 
Erninem, 50 Cent, and Rob Zombie. 
- Luke Simcoe 
and social skills (or at least two X-
chromosomes) are compatible with a 
gaming lifestyle. 
There's still something wrong when 
announcing your gender on an online 
game will provoke insults, come-ons, or 
floods of chivalric offers of help. Male 
garners are taken for granted because it's 
taken as the model on which the gaming 
industry was built. Men on games meet 
with indifference, and many female 
garners express frustration that it isn't 
the case for them, too. 
There's still work to be done in 
integrating those preferences into titles 
in a way that makes them an enjoyable 
experi~nce for both genders. It's 
encouraging to see the percentage of 
women in the gaming population has 
increased, and it's also encouraging to 
see game developers are ~atching on to 
what aspects of games women enjoy. 
But only when the need for such 
studies as 1he Blectronic Software 
Association's disappears will the girl 
gamer be able to come into her own-no 
longer a side-show, but a mainstream 
game-lover alongside the boys. 
KATHERINE BARBER 
ONLY IN CANADA, 
YOU SAY 
Do you know what a bunnyhug is? 
Do you know how to use a French 
safe properly? How about the origin 
of Nanaimo Bars (I'll give you a hint: 
they're not from Vancouver Island)? 
The answers to these questions, and 
many more, are all contained in Only in 
Canada, You Say, a playful compendium 
of Canadian English compiled by the 
lady behind our country's version of the 
Oxford dictionary. It's an eye-opening 
read for anyone who thinks our language 
eccentricities end at "eh?" and it's a must 
for anyone who wants to know how to 
spend their pogey on the right kind of 
dutchie for the whoop-up. 
-Luke Simcoe 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
''Float On'' by 
Modest Mouse 
By Pat Mackenzie 
Is it possible to refer to Modest Mouse as a pop 
band? In the sense that they seem to have emerged 
from the wreckage of grunge and carry with them a 
definite predisposition towards all things loud and 
guitar oriented, the answer for a lot of people might 
be no. (The fact is, just raising this question raises a 
whole range of other questions relating to the nature 
of pop music itself: what is it; is it a specific genre, 
or does it cross boundaries, eating up influences like 
Elvis ate strange sandwiches?-but that's a topic for 
a book.) 
There is a sinister quality to Modest Mouse's 
music that might make them not qualify for 
pop bapd status per se. The combination of 
Isaac Brock's off-key bark, and liberal use 
of loud guitars all supported by big drums 
and bass, seem to place Modest Mouse 
closer to the hard rock end of the musical 
spectrum. But consider the immediately 
catchy "Float On" from 2004's Good News 
for People Who Love Bad News. Despite 
Brock's inharmonious voice, "Float On," 
with layers of plucky guitars accompanied 
by a marching rhythm section, ends up 
being an upbeat, indeed almost light, 
song-the kind you could play for your 
grandmother and not get scolded. Okay 
maybe not your grandmother, but definitely 
your mother. 
The lyrics, self explanatory and 
offering images from the everyday course 
of life, give the listener a sunny, indeed 
March 24, 2008 
optimistic account of the world: "I backed 
my car into a cop car the other day/Well he 
just drove off sometimes life's OK." Not 
to be burdened with life's little troubles, 
the chorus consoles us with the promise 
that "we'll all float on okay," as though 
trouble is far away and not expected to 
return any time soon. Moreover, when 
trouble does appear in the song, it turns out 
to be a Buddhist-like opportunity to learn 
something: "Well, a fake Jamaican took 
every last dime with that scam/It was worth 
it just to learn some sleight-of-hand." 
With its optimistic implication that 
everything will be okay connected to the 
light quality of the music, perhaps "Float 
On" does count as a pop song. But more 
importantly than categorization is the 
fact that this is a great song with a great 
attitude. Put it on and smile. 
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The other Juno: A look into Canada's -largest 
music awards ceremony 
By Emma Ruthnum, The Carillon (University of Regina) 
~GINA (CUP}-Another year of Canadian music will be recognized in April 
at the 2008 Juno Awards held in Calgary, Alberta. Feist, Avril Lavigne and Sarah 
Brightman are a few of the big names to perform for the April6 broadcast. 
The Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (CARAS) and CTV are 
responsible for the annual broadcast and celebration of Canadian talent. They hope 
to "identify, reward and promote the achievements of Canadian artists," notes the 
CARAS webpage. 
With every year, the Junos seem to be bringing in performers to satisfy a younger 
demographic and reach a new, "hipper" audience. Last year, host-city Saskatoon was 
graced with the likes of Alexisonfire and Nelly Furtado. 
"The broadcast has a wide demo[graphic ]," CARAS president Melanie Berry 
explained. "It depends on the talent that is performing that year. I would like to think 
that all ages are music fans. I mean, people like [last year's] Patrick Watson or DJ 
Champion probably [are] a much younger demographic. Nelly Furtado would be 
young, Feist is a real cross-over demo .. . Somebody like Anne Murray probably has 
a slightly older following." 
There is no question that the Junos represent a diverse number of genres and 
artists. With 39 different categories and nominations being chosen on the basis 
of sales, public votes or a jury vote, the Junos try to give a fair representation of 
Canadian music. Taking Chances is Celine Dion's latest English album, released in 
November 2007. The album sold 2.7 million copies, making her a Juno favourite. 
"Celine Dion has six nominations, Avril Lavigne has five nominations, Feist has 
five nominations and Michael Buble has five nominations," Berry listed. "Those four 
18 
WITH A 
$5,000 IRVING K. BARBER BC SCHOLARSHIP 
150 scholarships of $5,000 awarded annually to 
2"d·year BC students transferring to complete their degree 
APPLY BEFORE MARCH 31 
Visit: www.bcscholarship.ca 
or talk to your campus Financial Aid Office today 
THE IRVING K. BARBER 
British Columbia Scholarsbip Society 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
V I CTORIA FOUNDATION 
Investing in the skills and talents of British Columbia's students 
artists definitely have a great opportunity because they have so many nominations, 
but with 39 categories in total there certainly are lots of winners." 
Despite the fact that the Juno nominations are partially based on sales numbers, 
there is still some hope that the awards have not completely lost their relevance. 
Wintersleep, Holy Fuck and Dragonette all received nominations, proving that there 
is still some room for the little guy underneath Celine Dion's Vegas-sized Canadian 
shadow. 
is 
STUDENT 
NIGHT! 
$5.50 DOUBLE 
highballs 
$12.75 pitchers 
of CANADIAN! 
THURSDAY, 
FRIDAY & 
SATURDAY 
Party With 
Tommy 
the 
TUNE 
TWISTER 
FIGHT 
WE HAVE THE CAREERS, 
YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITIES. 
The Canadian Forces offer you over 100 full- and part-time job opportunities in 
stimulating environments. Whether close to home or abroad, the Forces offer you: 
• A wide range of careers in professional fields and technical trades 
• Training programs throughout your career 
• Financial aid for your studies 
To find out more, visit our Website or your local Canadian Forces recruiting centre. 
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Sports Garth McLennan sports@theotherpress.ca 
Jovo's new glory days 
By Garth McLennan, Sports Editor 
While the city's take on the Canucks 
seems to change from day to day, today it 
appears that the Canucks are the hot pick 
for the Northwest division crown. 
Both the Flames and Avalanche have 
cooled off, and while the Wild are hot 
and cold, only Vancouver has been 
consistently good over the last little 
while. 
It all started with the huge win over 
Dallas, 4-3 in overtime. They followed 
that up with a pivotal victory over Wayne 
Gretzky's Phoenix Coyotes and then 
continued the hot streak with a 4-1 win 
over the Edmonton Oilers. 
The recent surge has come as a result of 
everyone contributing. With Henrik and 
Daniel Serlin experiencing prolonged 
scoring slumps lately, others have more 
than stepped up to keep the march towards 
the division championship alive. Alex 
Burrows has come on in a way that no 
one expected. He 's scored goals, showed 
blazing speed, checked like a demon, and 
been the one of the team's best two-way 
20 
D uring his fi rst season with the Phoenix Coyotes, 
after six and a half years in a Vancouver Canucks 
uniform, Ed J ovanovski, 31, didn't exactly get what he 
expected. The Coyotes finished dead last in the Western 
Conference, second last in the NHL, and 'Jovo-Cop' 
missed 28 games due to injury. Needless. to say, he didn't 
exactly earn his $7.5 million salary for the season. 
This year, however, 
prospects such as New Westminster's Kyle Turris, 
Czech Martin Hanzel, and whiz kid Peter Mueller, the 
future is bright, and Jovanovski will play a big part in 
that future . 
Outside of Phoenix, Jovo has stated publicly that he 
would love to suit up for Team Canada at the 201 0 
Olympics in Vancouver. He played for the Canadian 
side in 2002 at Salt Lake and in 2006 in Turin. 
After the disastrous Canadian entry in 2006, 
Jovanovski and the Coyotes 
are back on track. Jovo is 
having a career season with 
49 points, which is good 
enough to place him seventh 
{(Team Canada could use 
Jovo's style of play." 
Team Canada could use 
Jovanovski 's style of play. 
It was his high risk, high 
reward style that made him 
one of the Canucks' best ever 
in the NHL among defenseman. Meanwhile the Coyotes 
are in the thick of a tight playoff race where, if they're 
successful, they will make the post-season for the first 
time in five years. 
After the 2005-2006 campaign, where Jovanovski 
was limited to just 44 games with the Canucks, Wayne 
Gretzky tendered a five-year, $32.5 million contract 
offer to him, one that the cap-strapped Canucks weren't 
in a position to match. 
blueliners. His ability to quarterback the power play, 
his wonderful offensive instincts, his crunching hits 
and his team leadership are all things that any team 
would welcome. Vancouver would have loved to retain 
Jovanovski's services, but with the hefty salaries of 
Markus Naslund, Todd Bertuzzi, Brendan Morrison, 
and Dan Cloutier on the books, there was simply no 
room to accommodate the a contract due to a player of 
his caliber. 
Now, Jovanovski is one of the few veterans on a very 
young team. While the Coyotes may not make the 
playoffs this season, they have all the markings of a 
contender in the coming years. With young stars and 
Now that he is settled down and established himself in 
Arizona, Jovanovski has been able to focus completely 
on hockey. His play this season has more than 
exemplified that. 
Gunning for a Division Championship 
By Garth McLennan, Sports Editor 
forwards. 
Ryan Kesler's play of late has had 
people forgetting how much they 
complained when he received the big 
bucks at contract time in the summer. 
He's been the perfect complement to 
Burrows; he's fast, excellent defensively 
and has finally developed good offensive 
instincts. While he most likely won't be 
a Rocket Richard winner any time soon, 
Kesler has become the type of player 
that every team needs in order to win a 
Stanley Cup. 
After not playing for the majority of the 
season due to the coaching tendencies 
of Alain Vigneault, Trevor Linden has 
looked truly reinvigorated as of late. 
He has been one of the NHL's best in 
the shootout, and is a key player for the 
Vancouver penalty kill. While he doesn't 
play much during 
five-on-five play and 
Linden in the lineup for the rest of the 
regular season and the playoffs. 
After virtually disappearing for a long 
period of time, Taylor 
Pyatt has shown more 
barely at all on the 
power play, Linden 
has been nothing 
short of brilliant in 
the face-off circle. 
His shorthanded goal 
"Barring a complete 
meltdown, the playoffs 
are a lock." 
and more the type of 
power forward that 
he should be all the 
time. His combination 
of size, speed 
against the Edmonton 
Oilers on March 20 was a game breaker 
that sealed the deal for the Canucks. If 
Vigneault has any brains, he' ll keep 
(sometimes), and soft 
hands has potted him 
goals over the last few games. 
With the absence of Matthias Ohlund, 
Willie Mitchell has become the team's 
best defenseman. His shift against 
Dallas on the penalty kill when he took 
a puck to the face and another one off 
the ankle just a few seconds apart really 
represented how valuable he is to the 
team. While he has battled the puck at 
times, there is no other guy the Canucks 
want on the ice during a pivotal moment 
in the game. 
Barring a complete meltdown, the 
playoffs are a lock. Phoenix, Nashville 
and Edmonton have struggled lately as 
Vancouver has surged. Should they keep 
on playing like they are right now, there 
shouldn 't be anything that can block 
their road to Northwest Division glory. 
March 24,2008 
Douglas Royals win National Championships 
By Tristan Noble 
In one of their best seasons of all time, the Douglas 
College Royals men's basketball team capped everything 
off in perfect fashion recently with a victory in the 
National Championships in St. Lambert, Quebec. 
The Royals defeated the Mount St. Vincent University 
Mystics 70-62 in the final game. It was a clash of the 
undefeated champions (the Mystics had won the 
Atlantic Championship), and really came right down to 
the wire. 
The game was tight all the way through, with Douglas 
holding slight leads throughout the affair. However, 
Mount St. Vincent stormed back in the fourth quarter 
with styming defense and pinpoint accuracy to knot 
the score at 52-52 with approximately three minutes 
remaining. 
The outcome seemed in doubt at that point, that is, until 
Graeme McCallum played the superhero role, scoring 
10 consecutive points, including a game-breaking three 
pointer with a minute and thirty-five seconds left on 
the clock to seal the National Championship title for 
Douglas. It is the first such National crown in Douglas's 
history. 
McCallum was presented with the tournament's MVP 
award, while Andrew Sturgeon, the 2007 BCCAA and 
all-Canadian player of the year, and top pro-prospect 
Bol Kong were nominated to the tournament's first all-
star team. Billy McNutt was chosen for the second all-
star team. 
It has been an unbelievable season for the Royals this 
year. From start to finish they have been the top team 
in the CCAA (Canadian Colleges Athletic Association) 
and went 18-0 during the regular season and the 
provincial championships. 
This triumph is also particularly satisfying to veteran 
Royals players. They lost in the finals of last season's 
National Championships 94-84 to Montreal's Dawson 
College Blues. 
The Royals' head coach Jamie Oie just keeps on 
adding to his already impressive resume. During his 
three-season tenure at the helm of Douglas' men's 
basketball program, Oie has guided the team to first 
and second place finishes in the prestigious National 
Canadian Championship tournament. Oie does have 
a positive history at Nationals, in 1998 and 1999 with 
Langara College as a player, Oie won gold both times. 
The wins at Nationals pushed the Royals' perfect 
season to 21-0. While that record is indeed remarkable, 
when you consider the sheer talent on the Royals' 
roster, it really isn't that surprising. First and foremost 
they have Bol Kong, the Sudanese superstar who 
has become a YouTube sensation with his incredible 
highlights receiving thousands of views. Then they 
have Sturgeon, the 6'6 fifth year senior born in Port 
Alberni. who is undisputed anchor of the team. 
Those are the top end talents of the team. The Douglas 
basketball team has ten seniors who are graduating from 
the College this season, and Oie has hopes of re-signing 
two of them for next year. 
Where Are They Now? 
By Garth McLennan, Sports Editor 
Gilbert Perreault 
Perreault, 57, was the savior of the 
Buffalo Sabres after they drafted him 
first overall in 1970. Nowadays, after 
retiring in 1987, Perreault has coached 
a number of teams in the QMJHL and 
has been active with the Buffalo Sabers 
alumni. 
Perreault was originally planning 
to retire from hockey after the 1986 
season, but he changed his mind when 
the NHLPA reached an agreement with 
the owners to boost the pension plan 
funds when the 1987 season started. 
Perreault played 20 games during 1987 
before calling it quits. 
His # 11 was retired by the Sabres, and, 
by wearing it his entire career, along 
with being the Sabres' first ever draft 
pick, he is the only player in franchise 
history to wear the digit. In 1990, 
Perreault was inducted into the Hockey 
Hall of Fame. During his 17-season 
career, he had amassed 512 goals, 814, 
assists and 1326 points. 
Dale Tallon 
While Perreault went first overall in the 
1970 draft to the Sabres, the Canucks 
chose Tallon second. 
The freewheeling defenseman, 57, was 
Vancouver's first ever draft pick, but 
he didn't exactly have the same impact 
here that Perreault had with Buffalo. 
Tallon played ten years in the NHL with 
Vancouver, the Chicago Blackhawks 
and the Pittsburgh Penguins. 
After hanging up the skates, Tallon went 
to work with Chicago as a broadcaster. 
Ever since his retirement, Tallon has 
worked for the Blackhawks in some 
capacity. In 1998, he took over as the 
team's director of player personnel, a 
position he held until 2002. From 2003 
until 2005, he was the squad's assistant 
general manager. Since 2005, Tallon has 
been the GM of the Blackhawks. 
Jamie Mclennan 
One of the most well traveled players 
ever to suit up, the goalie they call 
"Noodles," 36, is currently playing in 
Japan for the Nippon Paper Cranes of 
the Asia League Ice Hockey. 
So far, McLennan has been a member 
of seven NHL teams. During the 2004 
lockout, he went to Great Britain to 
play. After being unable to find NHL 
employment during the off-season, 
McLennan signed with Metallurg 
Magnitogorsk of the Russian Super 
League. He would only play in Russia 
for five weeks before leaving for Japan. 
When McLennan eventually returns 
to the NHL-goalies of his caliber are 
tough to find-he will have to sit out the 
first four games. During a playoff game 
with the Flames against the Detroit Red 
Wings last season, McLennan earned 
himself a five game suspension for a 
slash on Johan Franzen. 
Lanny McDonald 
It took McDonald, 55, 16 seasons and 
three teams to win a Stanley Cup, but 
he finally did, as the captain of the 
Calgary Flames. He was inducted into 
the Hockey Hall of Fame in 1992, and 
the Flames retired his #9 sweater. 
Since his retirement, McDonald has 
stayed in the Calgary area and has 
taken on the jobs of director of player 
personnel and general manager for the 
Canadian national men's hockey team 
and has been active in charitable games 
for the Oldtimers Hockey Association. 
McDonald's main focus today is 
spending time with his family. Him and 
his wife of 30 years have four children 
and two grandchildren. He's also had 
his trademark thick moustache parlayed 
in the Calgary Sun's cartoons. 
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The ''Other'' News "Salty" Liam Britten saltyliam@gmail .com 
Child researchers raise alarms over declining 
Easter candy .hauls 
"Salty" 
Liam Britten 
resident all-star 
NORTH VANCOUVER-Children 
across Canada are raising concerns over 
the declining quality and quantity of 
Easter candy. 
A concerned group of child scientists 
say that the lack of candy could be the 
result of long-term general decline in 
candy standards across the country. They 
have released a documentary entitled 
An Unsweetened Truth to outline their 
claims. 
"Here we see Mikey Davis's Easter 
basket in 2002, and here we see it again 
in 2007," said the film's narration over 
a photo-comparison of two baskets. 
"Notice the decline of Cadbury cream 
eggs and jellybeans; at this rate, cream 
eggs will be no more by the year 2009 
and jellybeans will soon follow." 
The child scientist group's 
efforts have come under attack 
by a group of "candy change 
skeptics" calling themselves 
Parents Advocating Candy Truth, 
or PACT. 
"It's very easy for children to 
criticize the lack of candy, but why 
is no one talking about the glut of 
broccoli this nation has?" said Sue 
Yates, a PACT spokeswoman and 
mother of three. "Maybe if Kelli 
[Yates, her daughter] would eat 
some of that broccoli, she wouldn't 
need so much candy." 
But other children have said 
the declining haul has been common 
knowledge for years among 
those who rely on the candy for their 
livelihoods. 
"Of course candy has been declining, 
and it's putting me out of work," said 
Erik Park, age five. "Without candy to 
trade, how am I going to get fireworks 
and Pokemon cards? I can't make do 
with carrot sticks! There's no demand 
for that, aside from James [Sims, age six] 
and that's only 'cause he's not allowed 
A typical Easter basket from 2002 (left) contrasts negatively with one from this year (right) 
candy." 
The federal government has claimed 
that candy is "not their jurisdiction." 
"It is up parents to determine the 
amount of candy that is right for their 
children," said Stephen Harper during 
a press conference. "However, we have 
been in talks with opposition parties 
about perhaps instituting a policy of 
'candy intensity,' where we can regulate 
that a certain number of candies must 
be put into Easter baskets of a certain 
size." 
However, child scientists are not 
supportive of this plan. 
"Candy intensity is an easy way 
out, and it's gay," said Greg Wilson, 
age seven. "What's to stop mommy and 
daddy from just decreasing the size of 
Easter baskets? If things continue at this 
rate, Easter will soon be just as lame as 
Victoria Day." 
China: ''We didn't shoot any protestors. 
Okay, fine, we shot four.'' 
BElTING-For the first time since 
massive protests began in Tibet, the 
Chinese government is admitting "a 
couple of protestors might have gotten 
shot." 
"The Chinese government is 
committed to dispersing this protest 
peacefully," said Qiangba Puncog, 
Chairman of the Tibetan Autonomous 
Region. "We have never shot anyone. 
Except for Zhou and Gao, but those guys 
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were dicks and had it coming anyways. 
But those were the only two!" 
The protests are due to Tibet's 
occupation by China and ongoing protests 
over the lack of economic successes that 
Tibetans enjoy compared to other Chinese 
ethnic groups. The Chinese government 
has deployed thousands of troops to the 
area, arrested hundreds, and shut down 
many temples and monuments. The 
Beijing government has maintained their 
forces are acting peacefully. 
"We didn't shoot any protestors. 
Okay, fine. We shot four," said Chinese 
President Hu Jintao. "But come on, 
they were totally asking for it. They're 
pacifists! It's so hard to not shoot at 
someone when you know they won't 
do shit all to fight back. But it was only 
four!" 
Buddhist monks have been leading 
the protest, and seem to be the main 
targets of Chinese reprisals. 
"Fine, whatever, you got me, we 
shot about 12 monks," said Premier 
Wen Jiabao. "But keep in mind, they're 
holier-than-thou attitude can really be 
annoying. Have you ever tried to talk to 
them about something other than karma? 
You can't, because everything for them 
is karma! And remember, it was only 12 
monks, just 12, I swear!" 
China is appealing to the people of 
Tibet to maintain social order. 
"Citizens, I call upon you to remain 
calm in this time of unrest. The protests 
are to end soon, services will return as 
normal, and no one has been killed," 
said Zhang Qingli, Communist Party 
secretary for Tibet. "And when I say 
no one has been killed, I mean about 30 
have been killed. But no more!" 
The international community is 
divided on the issue of China's handling 
of the protests. All are hopeful that no 
further violence will occur, and some 
are expressing concerns about how this 
will affect the 2008 Summer Olympics 
hosted by Beijing. Most leaders that 
have publicly expressed their feelings 
are supportive of China. 
"We sympathize with China, and 
would like to express our absolute 
condemnation for those who are attacking 
China's territorial integrity," said Omar 
Hassan al-Bashir, President of Sudan. 
"But if those government assholes try 
to overtake my protestor kill-count, it's 
war! The death toll better stay at 62, 
China!" 
The United States government has 
made its position clear during a meeting 
Dick Cheney had with the Chinese 
ambassador in Washington, DC, Yang 
Jiechi. 
"Sure we'd all like to shoot a 
protestor or two, hell, I wake up every 
morning hoping I'll get the chance," said 
Cheney. "But you can't just do it like 
that, you gotta be sneaky. That's why 
we've got Guantanamo Bay." 
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TOP 5 CLAIMS OF UNFAIR 
TREATMENT FROM OMAR 
Omar Khadr, a Canadian being held in Guantanamo Bay, is to 
have the legality of his detention reviewed by the Supreme Court 
of Canada. What are some of the specific allegations of abuse his 
lawyers will bring forward? 
S ........... Usually, when a 15-year old boy is locked up for six 
years without charge, he gets birthday cake. 
4 ........... The guy with the whip at Guantanamo has no idea of the 
"safe word" concept. 
3 .......... . Muslim dietary standards are not observed at 
Guantanamo Bay, in the sense that "starvation" is not part 
of a Muslim diet. 
2 ........... They don't even get the newest season of South Park. 
1 ........... Forced to read The Other Press every day. 
TOP 5 REASONS FOR LOW 
CANADIAN TOURISM 
Statistics Canada recently released information showing foreign 
visits to Canada in January were at their lowest point since 1972. 
Why are people avoiding Canada? 
S ........... Weed hasn't been good since '85 anyway. 
4 ......... .. Ever since global warming started to pick up, 
slushboarding down Whistler just isn't the same. 
3 ............ Too many American tourists. 
2 ........... Harper just doesn't have same crazy, protester-choking 
appeal that Chretien did. 
1 ........... "Beautiful Pitt Meadows" was a terrible overstatement. 
solution, tips and computer 
programs at www.sudoku.com 
9 5 6 
8 3 2 
8 4 7 
7 
1 5 9 
1 
2 1 8 
HARD #7 
Fill in the grid so that every 
row, every column and every 
3x3 bOx contains the digits 1 
through 9. That means that no 
number is repeated in any row, 
column of bOx. 
March 24, 2008 
By Adrian Binakaj 
By Andrew Maclachlan 
suldolku 
@ Puzzles by Pappocom 
4 1 
1 6 
2 
6 3 
9 7 
3 6 
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4 7 2 9 8 !3 1 5 6 
1 i 8 4 6 5 '~ '- r;;-· 9* rs- 2 . 7 9 5 1 3 8 
3 2 4 6 1 8 7 9 5 
5 8 1 3 7 9 2 6 4 9 6 7 5 4 2 8 3 1 
-*+3 2!916 5 1 7 9 1' 5 4 6 8 3 
7 5 6 8 3 1 4 2 9 
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•In need? 
•Want to Donate? 
•Want to Volunteer? 
•Organic?!? 
Drop by the DSU Building. 
Go to the Main Floor. 
Douglas Students' Union I Canadian Federation of Students Local18 
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